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Hi, we’re your new DAD. Denver Ad School (DAD) is the newest major 
advertising portfolio school in the United States, 
offering students 16-month-long comprehensive 
training programs in art direction, copywriting,  
and strategy both in-person and online. 

 Since opening in Fall 2019, we’ve pushed 
ourselves to go deeper into a more modern ad 
curriculum than any school has before. We strive 
to create portfolios that not only look and sound 
more realistic but are also more relevant to the real 
storytelling campaign work that major ad agencies 
are creating every day. 

 This is all done with the end goal of making 
DAD students the most hireable junior candidates 
available for hire in the country.



 Students start at DAD mostly by taking 
discipline-specific classes in copywriting, art direction, 
or strategy. As that foundation progressively becomes 
stronger, they get more and more reps in campaign 
classes where they concept the big idea-driven 
storytelling campaigns that will ultimately end up in 
their final portfolio.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Discipline

Adobe

Campaigns



Q1 
The Big Idea
Typography
Design Foundation
Adobe I – Design

Q2 
Campaign Development
Directing Art
Campaign Development
Insights and Culture
Adobe II – Layout

Q3 
Campaign Development
Building a Brand Identity
Campaign Development
Viral Executions
Adobe III – FX

Q4 
Campaign Development
Campaign Execution
Campaign Fire Drill
Campaign Execution
Adobe IV – Motion

Q5 
Campaign Assembly
Getting a Job
The High Art of Selling
Adobe V – Portfolio Prep

Art Direction
Curriculum



Q1 
The Big Idea
Writing for Space
The Craft of Writing
Adobe I – Design

Q2 
Campaign Development
Writing for Tone
Campaign Development
Insights and Culture
Adobe II – Layout

Q3 
Campaign Development
Writing for Screen
Campaign Development
Viral Executions
Adobe III – FX

Q4 
Campaign Development
Campaign Execution
Campaign Fire Drill
Campaign Execution
Adobe IV – Motion

Q5 
Campaign Assembly
Getting a Job
The High Art of Selling
Adobe V – Portfolio Prep

Copywriting
Curriculum



Q1 
The Big Idea
Strategic Planning
Research Design
Adobe I – Design

Q2 
Brief Building
Insights and Culture
Brand Storytelling
Adobe II – Layout

Q3 
Campaign Brief
Campaign Development
Comms Strategy
Adobe III – Motion

Q4 
Campaign Brief
Campaign Development
Thought Leadership

Q5 
Campaign Assembly
Getting a Job
The High Art of Selling
Adobe V – Portfolio Prep

Strategy
Curriculum



Trust the process.

 Our expectations for the work are high because agency 
expectations for the work are high. We run DAD as if it was a real 
ad agency because that authenticity is the single best way to 
prepare our students for the rigors of working in the industry. 

 In their time with us, students work on anywhere between 
50 to 60 campaign briefs. Most campaigns don’t extend beyond 
the beginning insight/concept stage before our first “cutdown 
day” is held where we identify what campaigns are working and 
cut what campaigns aren’t. The campaigns that survive that day 
are blown out a little further in more executional classes before 
our final cutdown day after Q4 where we choose their final 
portfolio campaigns. They then spend the entirety of their Q5 
fully completing those campaigns. 

 Multiple creative directors are on every campaign 
from the inception all the way through to the final execution, 
again to mimic the agency process by giving the students ample 
experience receiving feedback, making refinements, and ensuring 
their work is as good as it can be.



 Besides our intensive program structure, 
the other major difference between us and the 
other joints is sticker price. Arguably the toughest 
barrier for entry into advertising is the simple fact 
that portfolio schools are too expensive. 

 One big reason agencies are struggling 
with diversity is that they’re all hiring from the 
same two portfolio schools that only admit 
students who are privileged enough to attend, 
effectively shutting out a wide variety of more 
diverse hiring candidates. 

 In addition to our industry-leading tuition 
price, we also work with agencies to provide 
scholarships every year and have several private 
lending options to even further ensure that 
everyone who wants to attend a quality portfolio 
school can do so.

$55,502

$38,800

$27,000



All killer and no filler.

 We started DAD because we saw the portfolio school 
industry was not keeping up with the changing needs of ad 
agencies. Not only had the curriculum started to slip but so 
did the creative standards, which led to portfolios becoming 
less representative of the actual work that agencies were 
doing in real life. 

 While the major ad schools have their flaws, the 
shorter, less comprehensive programs can also sometimes 
miss the mark. It takes time to learn how to be creative – 
you wouldn’t show up to a marathon after training for a few 
weeks, right? Creativity is a muscle that needs a lot of reps, 
especially in our business, so students feel prepared to 
handle the rigors of a major ad agency. 

 At DAD, we believe we’ve streamlined our programs 
to exist in the perfect sweet spot that gives students a 
fully comprehensive training in the most efficient time 
frame possible so they can get to agencies quicker and 
more prepared than any other junior creative candidate.



Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Classes Agency Internship (?)

Classes Agency Job

Classes Agency JobUnpaid Agency Internship

Shorter and less 
comprehensive 
programs



$63,000
 The consistent feedback we get from recruiters, 
creative directors, and agency leaders is that they trust 
DAD Grads to step into true creative roles and contribute 
right away on meaningful work. That might also be why are 
portfolio debuts are well-attended by the best agencies in 
the country and they’re offering our students an impressive 
average starting salary of $63,000.



 Since we opened our doors in Fall 
2019, we’ve held on to a perfect 100% 
placement rate, helping every single 
one of our students start their careers at 
the biggest and best ad agencies in the 
country, including the ones to the left. 

 Our students can also expect 
more choice after attending DAD, as a 
majority of our grads receive multiple 
agency offers in the months after 
finishing with us.



You can always count
on DAD for advice.

 We don’t need to tell you that the number one worry 
for college students is whether or not they’ll get a good job 
after graduation. Luckily, that’s exactly what we’re here for. 

 Helping junior creatives get jobs is our full-time job 
and for us that work can start when our future students 
are still in undergrad. Consider us an additional free 
resource to help give your university more access to the 
advertising industry and prepare college students for 
their creative career ahead.

 We’re involved year-round with college and university 
partners all over the country by giving guest lectures 
to classes or ad clubs, providing free portfolio reviews, 
participating in class lessons and assignments, sponsoring 
university events, connecting your school with our agency 
partners for class visits or agency tours, and whatever else 
you might need help with. Just reach out and let us know 
what we could do together!



There is something magical about this 
school right now. The energy of the founders 
is infectious and you can see it in the 
students, as well as their killer portfolios.

Zach Canfield
Associate Partner, Director of Talent
Goodby Silverstein & Partners

[DAD students] are exactly the kind of 
talent a creative-first agency like OKRP 
wants to hire. And we’re not the only ones 
noticing – just look at the list of agencies 
the grads are joining. It’s awesome!

Amy Juel
Head of Creative Services
O’Keefe Reinhard & Paul



Greats teaching 
future greats.

 How do we push our students to be the best they can be? 
We get the best instructors, of course. Everyone who teaches at 
DAD is an active, working agency pro because they know exactly 
what it takes to succeed every single day in a big agency. We’ve got 
a rotating cast of instructors every quarter from agencies all over 
the country, including the ones you see below to just name a few. 

 Plus, unlike other portfolio schools, all of our instructors are 
senior-level creatives with many years of experience which means 
the feedback they give will be raw, honest, and just what students 
need to hear to get better.



Scope a selection of  
our student’s stuff.

 Because our portfolio building process is so 
scrutinized, we’re not lying when we say we love all of 
our student campaigns. If we didn’t like something, 
then it wouldn’t go in one of our portfolios.

 Which makes it so hard to pick just a quick 
selection of our favorite all-time student work, but we 
gave it a shot anyways. And if you wanna see the rest, 
every single one of our portfolios is always publicly 
available for all to see on our site – something a few 
of the other schools can’t say. Student work is our 
livelihood and we’re not in the business of putting out 
bad portfolios.




















